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Setting the scene: AI in 2019, in Europe
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AI in 2019
In the exciting journey to emulate human intelligence
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AI in 2019
277 major companies interviewed in Western Europe | by Microsoft & EY
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AI in 2019
Some concerns by AI leaders 

When working with AI initiatives, it is important to focus on 

key business issues that benefit the whole and not just doing 

suboptimization at small scale.

— Novo Nordisk Pharmaceuticals

We process and interpret trillions of data

points - when all cars on the A1 highway

suddenly move 30 meters to the right, then the 

road has probably been changed…

— Tom Tom

As a railway company, we have significant physical assets that 

need to be maintained. With AI we see significant 

opportunities, like automatically detecting faults in railway 

tracks and predicting maintenance needs. This improves not 

only efficiency but also security.

— SBB Swiss Federal Railways

Today AI is often somewhat a ‘black box’, however we need to 

know why AI came up with a certain conclusion, such as telling 

a customer why their loan application was declined or similar. 

Trust in AI is lacking, so there is a risk that customers remain 

on the fence with regards to the application of AI.

— KLP Banken Bank

You cannot only have data scientists do it. They 

have a super important role but you also have to 

complement them with designers. […] it has to be 

embedded in a design approach to meet the 

customer needs and solve real problems. 

— IKEA Group

It’s about having the right mindset. It’s not that 

tomorrow everything will be different. […] The power 

of technology in general is overestimated in the 

short term and underestimated for the longterm and 

I think that’s the case with AI too.

— Vodafone Telecommunications
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AI in 2019
“There is an acceptance that AI will change everything in 10 years’ time, 
but little appreciation of how it could, and should, impact businesses right now”

9 Sep 2019
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The Value of Trust



Teaching AI is analogous to parenting a child…
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Social responsibilityEthics

ReliabilityAccountability

Trusted AI

► Does it comply with ethical and social norms, 
including corporate values not historically 
mainstream for technology such as moral 
behaviour, respect, fairness, bias and 
transparency?

► Did the AI design consider local and macro social 
impact, including its impact on the financial, 
physical and mental well-being of humans and our 
natural environment?

► Is there a clear line of accountability to an 
individual and clarity on how it operates, the data 
that it uses and the decision framework that is 
applied?

► Can it be trusted to perform as intended, not just 
during the initial training or modelling but also 
throughout its ongoing “learning” and evolution?

01 02

03 04



5 necessary attributes to sustain trust in AI
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The AI’s outcomes are aligned with 
stakeholder expectations and perform at 

a desired level of precision and 
consistency.

Inherent biases arising from the development team 
composition, data and training methods are 
identified, and addressed through the AI design. 
The AI system is designed with consideration for 
the need of all impacted stakeholders and to 
promote a positive societal impact.

When interacting with an AI algorithm, 
an end user is given appropriate 

notification and an opportunity to select 
their level of interaction. User consent 

is obtained, as required for data 
captured and used

The data used by the AI system components and 
the algorithm itself is secured from unauthorized 
access, corruption and adversarial attack.

The AI’s training methods and decisions 
criteria can be understood, is documented, 
and is readily available for human operator 
challenge and validation.

Purposeful design
purposefully integrate the 
right balance of capabilities

Agile governance

Track emergent issues across social,
regulatory, reputational and ethical 
domains

Vigilant supervision
Continuously fine-tune, curate
and monitor systems
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Zoom in Trusted AI: EY Trusted AI platform



How can risk foresight lead to AI insight? EY Trusted AI Platform 
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◼ Embedding Trust in AI 

◼ Risks foresight ➔ AI insights

Evaluate, Quantify, Monitor
the impact and 

trustworthiness of AI
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Zoom in Trusted AI: Unbiased, Fair



A real public concern about bias in AI algorithms and data
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Techniques to check, mitigate and compare against original model 
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Fairness means that models treat segments within training data and new unseen data roughly equally in terms of predictions, accuracy,
variance, or error.

There are three streams of methods: preprocessing, optimization at training time, and post-processing.

➢ Different types of contemporary fairness techniques can detect bias, can correct bias in model predictions, and can learn to make
fair predictions.

AIF360 Python package contains nine different algorithms, developed by the broader algorithmic fairness research community, 
to mitigate that unwanted bias

https://github.com/IBM/aif360


Example on Compas dataset: Predict a criminal defendant’s likelihood of reoffending
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Example on Compas dataset: Predict a criminal defendant’s likelihood of reoffending
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Example on Compas dataset: Predict a criminal defendant’s likelihood of reoffending
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Zoom in Trusted AI: Explanable, Interpretable



ML Interpretability Framework: definitions, levels and its evaluation 
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The need for explanation depends on: 

▪ the model complexity

▪ on what it is used for in the company 

▪ Accuracy vs. Interpretability

▪ Global vs. Local Interpretability

▪ Model agnostic vs. model specific



Several debates around pro’s & con’s “opening the black-box”
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ML Interpretability is about explaining ML model predictions by providing textual or visual artefacts that 
give qualitative understanding of the relationship between the input data and the model’s prediction.

► « For a vast majority of decisions made by 
automatic systems, nobody wants to look at them. 
The other cases where interpretabilty matter are 
very rare »                    

► « Nobody understands how Intel i7 CPU works but 
everyone’s using it »

► « We didn’t know how the aspirin works until 70’ 
but it works »

► « We humanize ML behaviour too much, take the 
example of chess and AlphaGoZero »

« ML interpretability is not necessary » « ML interpretability is required »

► « This is very hard to get a test set that is
representative enough of the wild real-world » 

► « Do we want to intervene in human healthcare
without any causal model ? »

► « Humans are biased. AI systems are designed by 
humans, so humans may inject their bias into
them. »

► « If the users do not trust a model or a prediction, 
they will not use it »



Hacking/Adversarial attacks: Leveraging adversarial sample detection technique for face 
recognition models, based on interpretability.
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slight imperceptible perturbations are capable of causing incorrect behaviors of the AI system

Guanhong Tao, Shiqing Ma, Yingqi Liu, Xiangyu Zhang, “Attacks Meet Interpretability: Attribute-steered Detection of Adversarial Samples”, NIPS 2018
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Zoom in Trusted AI: Deploy to Serve
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Technology can support Trusted AI

Enterprises' investment in AI governance & industrialization platforms enables delivering unmatched levels of automation, 

accuracy, end-to-end transparency, and collaboration to help their business transform into an AI-driven enterprise

SERVEDEPLOYBUILD
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The culture of trust to enable and deliver AI systems: 
towards a pragmatic target operating model
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Are you ready with the End to End Trusted AI delivery lifecycle ? 

AI

EY offers end to end ADVISORY & DELIVERY SERVICES and ASSETS
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SECTION

Thank you !



What are your questions
About Trusted AI ? 

Patrice LATINNE | Data & Analytics
Patrice.Latinne@be.ey.com
+32 (0) 472 98 07 19


